HOTLINE
1st RACE
RED CARNATION
JUDY BLUE EYES
FALCONETTE
STORM EAGLE

2nd RACE
WALK THE TALK
SILVER STORM
MR.HONEY
BIG BEN
3rd RACE
HODSON’S HORSE
SAFDAR
KALINA
ITS A DEAL
4th RACE
BOLD LEGEND
LIVE BY NIGHT
SALVO
MELANIA
5th RACE
HEADWAY
HIDDEN GOLD
NAMAQUA
RISING BRAVE
COPPER QUEEN

6th RACE
MONARCH
SUPERLEGGERA
MENILLY
PENSE’E
7th RACE
AME
OFFICER IN COMMAND
AMERICAN ODESSEY
HIGHLAND WOODS

1000mts
won comfortably over the same trip in the lower class, penalised retains form, should not go down
without a fight.
blew the field away over the same trip in the lower class, penalised retains form, should defy the
penalty and put up another winning gallop.
ran 3rd to CONSCIENCE over the same trip, good in trials, may upset.
can fight for the minor placings.

2000mts
ran 4th to TASMAN over 1800mts in his last start, good in trials, may go close.
can fight for the minor placings.
ran 5th to TASMAN over 1800mts in his last start, excelled in the latest trials, should be in the firing
line.
ran 3rd to TASMAN over 1800mts in one of his last start, should make amends.
1400mts
ran 3rd to POLYNEICES over the same trip, good in trials, may upset.
can fight for the minor placings.
won comfortably over 1200mts in the lower class, penalised retains form, should defy the penalty
and put up another winning gallop.
ran 2nd to BAIT AND SWITCH over 1600mts in his last start, should fight every inch of grounds.
1600mts
debut run, moving impressively morning trials, should be in the firing line.
ran 2nd to MISS MUFFET over 1400mts in his last start, should win.
ran 5th to GIANT STAR in The Dr. M A M Ramaswamy Multi-Million over the same trip, moving
attractively in the latest trials, should fight every inch of grounds.
with the benefit of run, i can hold better chances here.
1000mts
ran 4th to KILDARE in The Padmini & Gobind Jhangiani Million over 1200mts in his last start with
200mts less to travel, he is the one to be beaten.
won comfortably in The Tattersalls Million over the same trip in the lower class, penalied retains
form, should fight every inch of grounds.
ignore last run, as a favourite, moving nicely in the latest trials, should be in the firing line.
ran 4th to HIDDEN GOLD in The Tattersalls Million over the same trip in the lower class, well placed
on scale can make them all run.
ran 2nd to HIDDEN GOLD The Tattersalls Million over the same trip in the lower class, should not
go down easily.
1000mts
ran close to the pace till distance and gave up over 1400mts in his last start, moving attractively
with Blk’s in the latest trials, should make amends.
speedy working well too, can make them all run.
ran 4th to SOARING HIGH over the same tri in her last start, good in trials, may go close.
ignore last run, moving impressivey in the lastest trials, can trouble the best.
1200mts
ran 5th to ODESSA in The Turf Authorities of India Million over the same trip in the higher class,
should win.
ran 2nd to MAESTRO over the same trip, should not go down without a fight.
ran 3rd to GRAND ARCHITECT over the same trip, can trouble the best.
knocking at the door, keep an eye.

